UA Finance Board
Spring II 2011 Appeals

Resonance - 6-0-0
  ▪ Reduce their Spring I allocation for Operations from 520 to 20 because they are no longer going on tour.
  ▪ Increase their Publicity from 0 to 60 for their Spring Concert.
Notes: This is exactly what Resonance came into appeals to request (and there was also some confusion about funds from Spring I rolling over). We are glad that they were honest about disclosing funds they no longer need.

Quizbowl - 5-1-1
  ▪ 200 in Operations to send two of their members to Chicago for the National Competition.
Notes: Finboard was concerned about the high per person cost, but considers this an investment in the group’s reputation. By being able to cite a placement at a National Competition, Quizbowl is expected to recruit more dedicated members in the future. Such a request is not likely to be approved by future Finboards and they have been advised to fundraise through activities such as running their own tournament. The total cost of sending two people was 602 (flight), 109 (hotel), 370 (tournament fees). Funds beyond the 200 from Finboard are coming out of pocket.

LMC - 5-0-1
  ▪ 719 in Capital for the purchase of 8 guitars and guitar accessories.
Notes: Finboard expects that the guitars will be kept for 3-4 years, without being stolen. In the next few years, Finboard will only approve reasonable replacement costs for the guitars.